
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

William HH Vs Reading Juniors OrangeWilliam HH Vs Reading Juniors OrangeWilliam HH Vs Reading Juniors OrangeWilliam HH Vs Reading Juniors Orange    

29292929////05050505/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Megan Johnson (William HH) 

POM: Maya Smith (RJ Orange) 

  

 

On an unseasonally chilly and damp night both teams took to the court pleased that one 

of the last games of the season hadn’t been rained off. 

 

Williams Home Heat (WHH) got off to a flying start and with some excellent shooting 

managed to end the first quarter with a lead against Reading Juniors Orange (RJO) 7-2. 

 

RJO fought back hard in the second quarter and WHH seemed to lose concentration a 

bit. This combined with some fabulous accurate long-range shots from the RJO shooters, 

Louise Lambert (GS), and Ali Hill (GA), RJO scored 7 goals in the quarter closing the lead 

on WHH to become level mid-quarter. With an extra spurt from WHH at the end of the 

quarter the score ended 14-9 to WHH. 

 

WHH gained extra energy in the 3rd quarter and with strong interceptions in the centre 

third and great passes into the circle they managed to pull away their lead to end the 

quarter 21-10. 

 

In the final quarter, despite the RJO defence working hard in the circle and tight marking, 

several flying leaps from the WHH GA Megan Johnson ensured that WHH received the 

ball in the circle and some magnificent shooting from her and Isabel North (GS) meant 

that WHH strengthened their lead.    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: William HH William HH William HH William HH 33 33 33 33 ––––    Reading Juniors Orange 13Reading Juniors Orange 13Reading Juniors Orange 13Reading Juniors Orange 13    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Orange Vs Laurel Park CyclonesOrange Vs Laurel Park CyclonesOrange Vs Laurel Park CyclonesOrange Vs Laurel Park Cyclones    

1111////05050505/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Bex Worth (Reading Juniors Orange) 

POM: Kiran Mulvaney (Laurel Park Cyclones) 

  

 

Quarter 1 started well for the Oranges as LP only had 6 players allowing them to make 

an early lead. However, the strong defence of LP ( K. Mulvaney and E. Brown) meant that 

Oranges including L.Blight (borrow from Reading Juniors Green) and M.Smith had to 

work hard to get the balls into the shooters (L.Lambert and A.Hill). LP stayed close 

behind with some great interceptions from all players resulting in a very tight first 

quarter with Oranges leading 6-5. 

 

Quarter 2 saw Oranges increase their lead with some amazing shooting combined with a 

tall defence (B.Worth and L.Ball) preventing balls into the circle. LP were still creeping up 

behind with an excellent range of shooting from C.Edwards and some fantastic feeding 

into the circle by M.Griffiths and the centre. Oranges kept their lead 13-9. 

 

In quarter 3 LP fielded a full team with borrow A.Geater joining their defensive circle. 

Oranges constantly increasing their lead scored another 7 goals to LP’s 5. Both teams 

continued making great interceptions in the centre third (H.Scott and L.Ball). Both POM’s 

B.Worth and K.Mulvaney were fighting for every ball and increasing the defensive 

pressure resulting in Oranges keeping their lead 20-14. 

 

Quarter 4 was LP’s best quarter scoring 6 goals however Oranges kept their lead also 

scoring 6 more goals. Both teams again continued to work hard until the final whistle.    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Orange Orange Orange Orange     26 26 26 26 ––––    20 LP Cyclones20 LP Cyclones20 LP Cyclones20 LP Cyclones    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Orange Vs HeadcaseOrange Vs HeadcaseOrange Vs HeadcaseOrange Vs Headcase    

13131313////03030303/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Jasmine Patel (Reading Juniors Orange) 

POM: Maddie Hurst (Headcase) 

  

 

 In the 1st Quarter, both teams started off well, with excellent feeds from both WA’s 

Emillie Grant (Juniors) and Angela Hutson (Headcase) to their shooters. Also 

interceptions were made on both sides resulting in a tight first quarter with Headcase 

leading by 3 goals (6-3).  

  

 Quarter 2 started of well for juniors scoring two successive goals by their shooters 

Louise Lambert (GS) and Bex Worth (GA) however by the end of the quarter, Headcase’s 

circle defence worked hard to prevent balls into the circle, this resulted in the score 

being 17-5.  

  

 Quarter 3 was Headcase’s best quarter with POM Maddie Hurst putting pressure on the 

Juniors attack and picking up every loose ball, in addition shooting was extremely 

accurate from Headcase’s shooters due to excellent long range feeds, headcase pulled 

ahead with the quarter ending 26-5.  

  

 In quarter 4, Juniors switched up their defence and GK Tia and GD Maya who worked 

hard in the circle to intercept however unfortunately it was not enough for Juniors who 

lost the game 36-7 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Orange Orange Orange Orange     7 7 7 7 ––––    36 Headcase36 Headcase36 Headcase36 Headcase    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Reading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors Orange    Vs Vs Vs Vs Bowmore Asset ManagementBowmore Asset ManagementBowmore Asset ManagementBowmore Asset Management    

5555////12121212/2018/2018/2018/2018    

POM: (BAM) 

POM: (RJ Orange) 

  

Bowmore were ready and waiting for RJ Orange and the game started a little late.  The 

pace in the first quarter was steady and went with the centre passes for the first couple 

of goals.  Bowmore took advantage of a great back line pass interception by Lizzie (GD) 

to take the lead.  A couple more interceptions and a score by RJ Orange after Bowmore 

lost their centre pass followed by a superb take from a high pass into the circle by 

Bowmore GA (Jill Ellicot) resulted in the quarter ending at RJ Orange 4, Bowmore 5. 

 

A nice feed into the circle by the Bowmore C (Michelle Hooker) led to a quick score start 

to Q2.  Juniors GA had a good shot from distance to pull the score back.  Bowmore 

retained some control although the pace was increasing.  A great long feed by Bowmore 

WA (Emma Sibley) over the head of a very strong bouncy Juniors GD reached its target 

of their GA (Jill) who promptly converted for a lovely score.  Juniors lovely tall GK was 

starting to frustrate Bowmore with some quick interceptions, however Bowmore 

continued to apply pressure and scored a couple more.  The quarter ended with a super 

long shot by Juniors GS (Emily Gill) with RJ Orange 8, Bowmore 11. 

 

Bowmore take first goal after an interception by their GK (Anne Clark).  However Juniors 

had come out with renewed pace in the second half with and when their GK intercepted 

a ball it was passed quickly down court and a super take from the Juniors GA 

demonstrating her exceptional balance gave Juniors the opportunity to start to pull it 

back.  Juniors worked hard and had several GD and GK interceptions and they started to 

pull it back with some lovely work by their GS (Emily Gill), being narrowly ahead RJ 

Orange 17, Bowmore 14 at the end of Q3. 

 

The final quarter Juniors started as they meant to go on with lots of interceptions from 

their tall quick GK.  They demonstrated some fast passing back down to GA, who was 

running in and a produced a lovely score.  GS Emily Gill was on top form with her great 

split landings and her shots were all going in.  After a fall and roll in the slippy weather 



Bowmore WD (Lizzie) had to be subbed.  Juniors fought hard and pulled back very 

strongly in the second half ending the game Reading Juniors Orange 28, Bowmore 17.    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Reading Juniors Orange Reading Juniors Orange Reading Juniors Orange Reading Juniors Orange 28 28 28 28 ----        Bowmore Asset ManagementBowmore Asset ManagementBowmore Asset ManagementBowmore Asset Management    

17171717    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Reading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors Orange    Vs Vs Vs Vs Williams H.HWilliams H.HWilliams H.HWilliams H.H    

10101010////11110/20180/20180/20180/2018    

POM: Linda Humphreys (Williams H.H) 

POM: Tia Mehtola (RJ Orange) 

  

In the first quarter Williams took an early lead through their shooters precision by 

scoring 8 goals opposed to the Juniors 2. 

 

The second quarter followed a similar path as the score rose to 13-4, Williams 

maintained a strong lead through their use of spacing and accurate feeding by C, also 

good interceptions from all defence. 

 

In the third quarter the score became 23-9, making the goal difference even larger 

despite the Juniors best efforts and hard work. The defence from the Juniors worked 

particularly hard and tightly marked their players. 

 

In the final quarter Williams secured the win. Well done to both teams for the excellent 

play. 

    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Reading Juniors Orange Reading Juniors Orange Reading Juniors Orange Reading Juniors Orange 12 12 12 12 ----    Williams H.HWilliams H.HWilliams H.HWilliams H.H    29292929    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Laurel Park Cyclones Laurel Park Cyclones Laurel Park Cyclones Laurel Park Cyclones Vs Vs Vs Vs Reading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors Orange    

26262626/09/201/09/201/09/201/09/2018888    

POM: Lisa Castle (Laurel Park Cyclones) 

POM: Emily Richardson (RJ Orange) 

  

The first quarter kicked off feeling fairly evenly matched as both teams got into their 

flow. There were some good initial goals from both ends as well as lots of turnovers and 

interceptions. On the other side, both teams also gave away quite a lot of ball through 

unforced errors such as footwork and replayed balls. As the quarter progressed, Reading 

Juniors centre court did well to bring the ball up court but struggled to penetrate strong 

circle defence of Edna Corrigan & Kiran Mulvaney. Consequently, LP Cyclones pulled 

ahead to an early lead, ending the first quarter 6-3.  

In the second quarter, the picture was relatively consistent. The LP midcourt of Lisa 

Castle, Hannah Scott & Kate Courtnadge worked together very well together to bring the 

ball up to the shooters, as well as turning over several of RJ’s centre passes. In the LP 

circle, Leanne Clamping & Zoe Plummer worked well together & scored off of the 

majority of their attempts. The RJ circle defence did challenge the shooters and make 

some interceptions however the second quarter saw LP Cyclones keeping their lead, 

scoring 7 goals, and finishing for half time at 13-7. 

The third quarter saw some changes from both teams and the strongest quarter so far 

for RJs. Their midcourt of Jasmine Patel, Lauren Blight & WD (name not on score sheet) 

worked very well together to use the full width of the court & deliver first time passes as 

instructed by their coach. The RJ shooters got themselves into better positions and 

managed to hold up to the tough circle defence from LP Cyclones. The third quarter 

ended 18-12.  

Reading Juniors improved as the match went on with their final quarter being their 

strongest and most evenly matched, scoring 7 goals vs LP’s 8. RJ’s C and WA fed some 

lovely balls into the shooters Emily Richardson & Natalie Hill, who worked extremely well 

together in the circle, moving into effective spaces & scoring off of the majority of 

attempts.    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Laurel Park Cyclones Laurel Park Cyclones Laurel Park Cyclones Laurel Park Cyclones 26 26 26 26 ----    Reading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors OrangeReading Juniors Orange    19191919    


